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Abstract
We discuss relations between cluster structures and so-called cluster prestructures. On the other hand, we place ourselves in
the framework of a context where entity descriptions belong to a complete meet-semilattice. Such a context induces a Galois
correspondence which, in turn, induces a closure operator on the powerset of the entity set. We give a necessary and sufﬁcient
condition for a particular collection of ﬁxed points of this closure operator to be hierarchical. Moreover, we specify the collection of
all entity subsets which are both ﬁxed points of this closure operator and strong clusters associated with a given pairwise dissimilarity
function, as well as that of all entity subsets which are both ﬁxed points of this closure operator and weak clusters associated with a
given k-way dissimilarity function.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Cluster analysis aims at sorting data into groups, or clusters, so that the degree of association is strong between
members of a same cluster and weak between members of different clusters. It is thus a tool of discovery that may
reveal associations and structure in data which, though not previously evident, nevertheless are sensible and useful once
found. There are various cluster structures, the most known ranging from hierarchies to quasi-hierarchies [14]. These
cluster structures are usually obtained by approaches based upon dissimilarity functions. On the other hand, conceptual
clustering aims at sorting data into classes representing certain descriptive concepts [9,19,21]. The framework of
conceptual clustering is a context composed of an entity set, a conceptual language for describing entities, and a
description of each entity in this description language.
This paper deals, on the onehand,with cluster structures, focusingon twoof them:hierarchies and k-quasi-hierarchies.
We also address relations between cluster structures and so-called cluster prestructures, that is, subset collections
whose closure under ﬁnite non-empty intersections are cluster structures. On the other hand, we place ourselves
in the framework of a context where entity descriptions belong to a complete meet-semilattice. We will refer to
such a context as a meet-closed description context. Such a context induces a Galois correspondence which, in turn,
induces a closure operator on the powerset of the entity set [7]. Fixed points of this closure operator are hereafter
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referred to as Galois closed entity subsets. We give a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a particular collection of
Galois closed entity subsets to be hierarchical. Moreover, we specify the conceptual strong hierarchy associated with a
given pairwise dissimilarity function on the entity set; that is, the collection of all entity subsets which are both Galois
closed and strong clusters associatedwith the given pairwise dissimilarity function.We also consider so-calledmultiway
dissimilarities, that is, extensions of classical pairwise dissimilarities, that allow global comparison of more than two
entities. Then we specify the conceptual k-weak hierarchy associated with a given k-way dissimilarity function; that
is, the collection of all entity subsets which are both Galois closed and weak clusters associated with the given k-way
dissimilarity function. These conceptual cluster collections have good potential to be useful in applications for at least
the following three reasons. (1)As composed of Galois closed entity subsets, they are easier to interpret than outputs of
classical clustering methods. (2) They consist of only well-isolated subsets: strong clusters or weak clusters. (3) Most
of them can be computed in polynomial time. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses relations between cluster structures and cluster prestructures.A characterization of Galois closed
entity subsets is given in Section 3, while their collections are studied in Section 4. A brief conclusion closes the paper.
2. Cluster structures and prestructures
2.1. Cluster structures
Main cluster structures dealt with in data analysis range from well-known hierarchies to quasi-hierarchies [14].
Between hierarchies and quasi-hierarchies are pyramids [16]. Between hierarchies and pyramids are 2–3 hierarchies
[5]. Finally, quasi-hierarchies have been generalized to so-called k-quasi-hierarchies [11].
Each of the cluster structures above is characterized by the conjunction of properties (CS1), (CS2), (CS3) below with
an additional one which we will refer to as its speciﬁc property. Therefore, by a cluster structure on a ﬁnite non-empty
set E we will mean any collection C of subsets of E, characterized by the conjunction of its speciﬁc property with
properties (CS1), (CS2) and (CS3), where
(CS1) the empty set is not a member of C, whereas the ground set E is, i.e.,  /∈C and E ∈ C;
(CS2) the intersection of two members ofC is either empty or a member ofC, i.e.,X, Y ∈ C impliesX∩Y ∈ C∪{};
(CS3) the set MinC = {X ∈ C : Y ⊆ X and Y ∈ C imply Y = X} of minimal members of C w.r.t. set inclusion,
partitions E; in other words, these minimal members are non-empty, pairwise disjoint, and they cover E (i.e.,
their union equals E).
Conditions (CS1) and (CS2) guarantee the existence of the least member of C containing a given subset of E.
Condition (CS3) is often replaced by a stronger one requiring each singleton to be a member of C. Actually, cluster
structures satisfying this strong requirement are those said to be total or deﬁnite. Under conditions (CS1) and (CS2),
condition (CS3) is equivalent to condition
(CS3′) for all X ∈ C: ∪{Y ∈ C : Y ⊂ X} ∈ {, X},
expressing the fact that a non-minimal member of C is the union of members of C it properly contains. This condition
can be understood as a kind of accessibility from below.
In this paper, we will be concerned with only two particular cluster structures: hierarchies and k-quasi-hierarchies.
A hierarchy on E is a cluster structure C on E, whose speciﬁc property is
(HIE) two members X, Y of C are always either disjoint or nested, i.e., X ∩ Y ∈ {∅, X, Y }.
A subset collection satisfying condition (HIE) abovewill be said to be hierarchical.Moreover, it should be noticed that
condition (HIE) implies condition (CS2). On the other hand, cluster structures are usually represented by dendrograms.
Hierarchies suit very well to such a visualization because, due to condition (HIE), they can be represented by planar
dendrograms, i.e., with no parasite line crosses.
Fig. 1 represents a dendrogram of a hierarchyC1 on the 7-element setE1 := {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. The leaves (bottom-
most level) represent minimal members of C: {1, 2}, {3}, . . .; each horizontal line represents a non-minimal member
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Fig. 1. A dendrogram representing a hierarchy.
Table 1
Example data set
brd btr chs egg mlk
1 x x x
2 x x x x
3 x x
4 x x x
5 x x x x
Fig. 2. A dendrogram representing a quasi-hierarchy.
which equals the union of all members represented by horizontal lines reached from it; the top-most horizontal line
represents the ground set.
Hierarchies are known to be very poor since, again by condition (HIE), their members do not overlap. This makes
them lack to represent situations where two properly intersecting entity subsets share features, as can be observed in
Table 1 which presents a data set about ﬁve market baskets and ﬁve items: bread (brd), butter (btr), cheese (chs), eggs
(egg), milk (mlk); for instance, the market basket labeled 1 contains butter, cheese and milk. Basket setsC1 := {1, 2, 3},
C2 := {3} and C3 := {3, 4, 5} can never be members of the same hierarchy despite the fact that items characterizing
basket 3 (butter and cheese) are shared by baskets in C1 and C3.
Let usmove now to the other cluster structure of interest in this paper, namely (k-) quasi-hierarchies.Quasi-hierarchies
are deﬁned in [14] from weak hierarchies introduced in [1], to form a cluster structure according to the deﬁnition given
above. A quasi-hierarchy on E is a cluster structure C on E whose speciﬁc property is
(WHI) the intersection of any three members X, Y,Z of C is always the intersection of two members among these
three, i.e., X ∩ Y ∩ Z ∈ {X ∩ Y,X ∩ Z, Y ∩ Z}.
Weak hierarchies are precisely deﬁned in [1] as subset collections satisfying condition (WHI).Thus, subset collections
satisfying this condition will be hereafter said to be weakly hierarchical. In contrast to hierarchies, members of a
quasi-hierarchy can overlap, but planar dendrograms do no longer suit for representing them. Indeed, there are quasi-
hierarchies on E such that there is no linear order on E, of which all their members are intervals.
Fig. 2 represents a quasi-hierarchy C2 on the 4-element set E2 := {1, 2, 3, 4}. It is easily observed that there is no
linear order on E2 of which all members of C2 are intervals, because of the cycle {1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {4, 1}.
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It should be noticed that every hierarchy is a quasi-hierarchy.Moreover, condition (WHI) can be generalized naturally,
giving rise to k-weakly hierarchical collections [2,6] or k-quasi-hierarchies [11], where k is a positive integer. A k-
quasi-hierarchy on E is a cluster structure C on E whose speciﬁc property is
(KWH) the intersection of any (k + 1) members of C is always the intersection of k members among these k + 1.
It may be noted that quasi-hierarchies are nothing else than 2-quasi-hierarchies. Moreover, subset collections satis-
fying condition (KWH) will be said to be k-weakly hierarchical.
To every subset collection C one can associate its closure C consisting of all intersections of members in C. The
corresponding closure operator is denoted by 〈 〉C, and the closure 〈X〉C of a subsetX is the intersection of all members
of C containing X. For any integer p1 and any non-empty subset X ⊆ E, let X∗p denote the set of non-empty
subsets of X with at most p elements. A proof of the following characterization of k-weakly hierarchical collections
can be found in [1] for k = 2. The general case can be proved in a similar way.
Proposition 1. A subset collection C is k-weakly hierarchical if and only if for every non-empty subset X, there exists
Y ∈ X∗k such that 〈X〉C = 〈Y 〉C.
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 1, the size of a k-weakly hierarchical collection of subsets of an n-set
is upper bounded by
∑i=k
i=0
(
n
i
)
. It should be noted that this bound can be reached. Indeed, assume X = {1, . . . , n},
n> 1. Then the collection of subsets of X whose members are the empty set and all the sets of the form {i, . . . , i + j},
1 in, 0jn − i, is clearly a 2-weakly hierarchical collection of size∑i=2i=0 (ni ). Note also that those k-weakly
hierarchical collections for which the bound
∑i=k
i=0
(
n
i
)
is reached are known as convex geometries [18].
2.2. Cluster prestructures
As mentioned above, to every subset collection C can be associated its closure C consisting of all intersections of
members in C. As we are concerned with collections of non-empty subsets of ﬁnite sets, their closure under arbitrary
non-empty intersections is equivalent to their closure under ﬁnite non-empty intersections. Then arises the following
question. What minimal set of conditions such a collection of subsets of a ﬁnite set should satisfy so as its closure
under ﬁnite non-empty intersections be a cluster structure? In this section, we propose such a set of conditions, namely
conditions (CS1), (CS3) and (CS3′).
Thus, by a cluster prestructure on E, we will mean any collection of subsets of E characterized by the conjunction
of properties (CS1), (CS3), (CS3′) with the speciﬁc property of some cluster structure on E. For instance, a prequasi-
hierarchy on E will be a cluster prestructure on E whose speciﬁc property is (WHI).
While requiring condition (CS1) seems going by itself, the simultaneous presence of conditions (CS3) and (CS3′)
requires some explanations. Indeed, as we observed that these two conditions are equivalent under (CS1) and (CS2),
it is natural to ask why only one of them is not sufﬁcient. An answer to this question is provided by the following two
collections C3 and C4 of subsets of the 5-element set E′ := {x, y, z, u, v}:
C3 = {{v}, {x, y}, {z, u}, {x, y, z}, E′}
and
C4 = {{x, y, z}, {y, z, u}, {z, u, v}, {x, y, z, u}, E′}.
Let the closure of a subset collection C under ﬁnite non-empty intersections be denoted by Inter(C). Then
Inter(C3) = {{z}, {v}, {x, y}, {z, u}, {x, y, z}, E′}.
Its minimal members w.r.t. set inclusion are {z}, {v}, and {x, y}. Thus MinC3 does not cover E′, though C3 clearly
satisﬁes conditions (CS1) and (CS3). On the other hand,
Inter(C4) := {{z}, {y, z}, {z, u}, {x, y, z}, {y, z, u}, {z, u, v}, {x, y, z, u}, E′}.
Thus, clearly, MinC4 = {{z}} does not cover E′, while C4 satisﬁes conditions (CS1) and (CS3′).
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Besides illustrating the reasons why conditions (CS3) and (CS3′) can be simultaneously needed, collections C3 and
C4 also emphasize the key role played by condition (CS2) in the equivalence between (CS3) and (CS3′) under (CS1)
and (CS2).
To prove that Inter(C) is a cluster structure when C is a cluster prestructure, it sufﬁces to show that every minimal
member of C is also a minimal member of Inter(C). For that, let us prove the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2. For a collection C of non-empty subsets of E, the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) C,C′ ∈ C and C minimal in C imply C ∩ C′ ∈ {, C}.
(b) Every minimal member of C is minimal in Inter(C).
Proof. (a) implies (b). Let C be a minimal member of C and let C1, . . . , Cp be members of C such that (C1 ∩ · · · ∩
Cp) ∩ C = . Then for each i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, C ∩ Ci = , so that, by (a), C ⊆ C1 ∩ · · · ∩ Cp. Then C is minimal in
Inter(C) since we cannot have C1 ∩ · · · ∩ Cp ⊂ C.
(b) implies (a). Let C be a minimal member of C and let C′ ∈ C such that C ∩ C′ = . Then C ∩ C′ ∈ Inter(C),
so that C ∩ C′ = C since, by (b), C is minimal in Inter(C). 
Lemma 3. The conjunction of conditions (CS3) and (CS3′) is equivalent to the conjunction of conditions (a) and (b),
where
(a) C,C′ ∈ C and C minimal in C imply C ∩ C′ ∈ {, C}.
(b) Minimal members of C cover E.
Proof. Let C satisfy conditions (CS3) and (CS3′) and let C be one of its minimal members. We just need to derive
condition (a). Let C′ ∈ C such that C ∩C′ = . If C′ is minimal in C, then, by (CS3), C =C′, proving (a). If C′ is not
minimal, let x ∈ C ∩C′. Then, by condition (CS3′), there exists a ﬁnite maximal sequence (C′i )1 ip of members of
C such that x ∈ C′1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ C′p ⊂ C′. Then C′1 is minimal, so that, by condition (CS3), C = C′1, proving (a).
Conversely, let C be a non-minimal member of C and let x ∈ C. Let C′ be a minimal member of C con-
taining x (C′ exists by condition (b)). Then, by condition (a), C′ ⊂ C since C is not minimal, proving (CS3′).
To complete the proof we just have to show that minimal members of C are pairwise disjoint. This follows from
condition (a). 
Before proving that the closure under ﬁnite non-empty intersections of any cluster prestructure is a cluster structure,
let us deﬁne the function C → Strict(C), by letting Strict(C) be the subset collection obtained from C by removing
non-minimal members which are the intersection of other members.
Example 4. Consider the collections C3 and C4 of subsets of the 5-element set E′ := {x, y, z, u, v}, given above.
Then Strict(C3) = C3 because none of the non-minimal members of C3 (i.e., {x, y, z} and E′) can be obtained as the
intersection of other members ofC3. For similar reasons, Strict(C4)=C4 and Strict(Inter(C3))= Inter(C3). However,
if we consider Inter(C4), each of its non-minimal members {y, z} and {z, u} is the intersection of other members of
Inter(C4). Indeed, {y, z} = {x, y, z} ∩ {y, z, u} and {z, u} = {y, z, u} ∩ {z, u, v}. Thus
Strict(Inter(C4)) = {{z}, {x, y, z}, {y, z, u}, {z, u, v}, {x, y, z, u}, E′}.
The next result shows how cluster structures and cluster prestructures can be obtained from each other, using the
functions Inter and Strict.
Theorem 5. For any cluster prestructure C, the following holds:
(a1) Inter(C) is a cluster structure;
(a2) C and Inter(C) have the same minimal members;
(a3) Strict(Inter(C)) ⊆ C.
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Conversely, for any cluster structure C, the following holds:
(b1) Strict(C) is a cluster prestructure;
(b2) C and Strict(C) have the same minimal members;
(b3) Inter(Strict(C)) = C.
Proof. According to Lemmas 2 and 3, to prove assertions (a1) and (a2), it sufﬁces to show that minimal members of
Inter(C) are minimal in C. Now this follows from the fact that minimal members of C are minimal in Inter(C) and
partition the ground set. The other assertions are immediate. 
Remark 6. (i) If C is a cluster prestructure, then Strict(Inter(C)) = C if and only if there is no non-minimal member
of C which is the intersection of other members.
(ii) It is not possible to deﬁne a prehierarchy which is not a hierarchy. Indeed, if a subset collection C contains two
properly intersecting members whose intersection do not belong to C, then Inter(C) cannot be a hierarchy. In fact,
hierarchical collections are invariant under the functions Inter and Strict, i.e., if C is hierarchical, then Inter(C) =
Strict(C) = C.
The subset collections that are computed through classical cluster analysis methods are usually composed of clusters
associated with (dis)similarity functions. These clusters are often difﬁcult to interpret since they do not bear any
information about features that make their members be together and separated from the others. A way to overcome this
limitation can be to construct subsets having a conceptual description within a given context, as, for instance, Galois
closed entity subsets.
3. Galois closed entity subsets
3.1. The Galois lattice of a binary relation
A binary relation from a set E to a set F is a triple (E, F,R), where R is a subset of the cross product E × F .
Let K := (E, F,R) be a binary relation. Then K induces a Galois correspondence between the partially ordered
sets (posets) (P(E),⊆) and (P(F ),⊆) by means of the functions
f : X →
⋂
x∈X
{y ∈ F : (x, y) ∈ R}
and
g : Y →
⋂
y∈Y
{x ∈ E : (x, y) ∈ R},
for X ⊆ E and Y ⊆ F . If the elements of E are entities and those of F features, then for X ⊆ E, f (X) is the set of
features common to the entities in X, and for Y ⊆ F , g(Y ) is the set of entities that share the features in Y . The Galois
correspondence (f, g) induces, in turn, a closure operator  := g ◦ f on (P(E),⊆) [7]. That is,
(C1) X ⊆ (X);
(C2) X ⊆ Y implies (X) ⊆ (Y );
(C3) ((X)) = (X).
Let G(K) denote the set of all pairs (X, Y ) ∈ P(E)×P(F ) such that (X)=X and f (X)=Y . Then G(K), endowed
with the order deﬁned by (X1, Y1)(X2, Y2) if and only if X1 ⊆ X2 (or, equivalently, Y2 ⊆ Y1), is a complete lattice
called the Galois lattice of the binary relation K [3].
Example 7. The data set given in Table 1 can be viewed as representing a binary relation K1 = (E1, F1, R1), where,
for instance, E1 is the set of ﬁve market baskets, F1 the set of ﬁve items, and where R1 relates a market basket with an
item if that item is contained in the basket in question. The pair ({1, 2}, {btr, chs,mlk}) belongs to the Galois lattice of
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K1; but ({2, 3}, {btr, chs}) does not belong to G(K1) because {2, 3} is not a ﬁxed point of  since the basket labeled 1
contains the items “butter” and “cheese” shared by baskets 2 and 3.
3.2. The Galois lattice of a meet-closed description context
A meet-closed description context is a context where entities are described in a complete meet-semilattice. We will
denote such a context as a triple (E,D, ), where E is the entity set,D the entity description space, and  a descriptor
that mapsE intoD.Ameet-closed description contextK := (E,D, ) induces aGalois connection between (P(E),⊆)
and D by means of the functions
f : X → ∧{(x) : x ∈ X}
and
g :  → {x ∈ E : (x)}
for X ⊆ E and  ∈ D. Then, in these conditions, the function  := g ◦ f is a closure operator on P(E). A subset
X of E is said to be -closed (or a Galois closed entity subset (of K) under ) when (X) = X. As for a binary
relation, the Galois lattice of a meet-closed description context is the set G(K) of all pairs (X,) ∈ P(E) ×D such
that (X) = X and f (X) = , endowed with the order deﬁned by (X1,1)(X2,2) if and only if X1 ⊆ X2 (or,
equivalently, 21).
Galois closed entity subsets play an important role in classiﬁcation because they provide easy-to-interpret clusters
[17].
When D is a join-semilattice, the join-closed description context (E,D, ) induces a Galois connection between
(P(E),⊆) and the order-dual of D by means of the functions
f  : X → ∨{(x) : x ∈ X}
and
g :  → {x ∈ E : (x)}
for X ⊆ E and  ∈ D. Similarly, this Galois connection induces the closure operator  := g ◦ f  onP(E). Galois
closed entity subsets under  have been considered in the framework of symbolic data analysis [8,23].
For any X ⊆ E, (X) will denote the set of descriptions of entities belonging to X.
Table 2 presents ﬁve visitors of a given Web site, described by three attributes: LiLo, NoLi, ReSu, where LiLo(x) is
the login–logout time interval of visitor x within the interval 0–24, NoLi(x) is the number of times visitor x logs in at
LiLo(x) interval during a given ﬁxed period, and ReSu(x) is the subjects requested by x during a session; requested
subjects are sets of subjects from: Arts & Humanities (AH), Business & Economy (BE), Computers & Internet (CI),
News & Media (NM), Recreation & Sports (RS), Society & Culture (SC). Then Table 2 can be seen as representing
a meet-closed description context K5 : =(E5,D5, 5) where E5 is the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, D5 the direct product of
three posets: the set (FUCI([0, 24]),⊆) of ﬁnite unions of closed intervals of [0, 24] endowed with set inclusion or-
der, the set ([30; 40], ) of integers from 30 to 40, endowed with integer usual order, and the powerset (P(S),⊆) of
the set S={AH,BE,CI,NM,RS, SC}, endowedwith set inclusion order, and 5(x)=(LiLo(x),NoLi(x),ReSu(x)).
Table 2
Example meet-closed description context
LiLo NoLi ReSu
1 0–2 30 CI,RS
2 21–24 35 AH,NM,SC
3 0–3 40 AH,BE,CI,RS
4 22–24 35 AH,SC
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The pair ({1, 3}, ([0, 2], 30, {CI,RS})) is a Galois closed entity subset under ; but {1, 2, 3} is not a Galois closed
entity subset under  because inf 5({1, 2, 3}) = (∅, 30,∅)5(4). On the other hand, the pair ({4, 5}, ([12, 14] ∪
[22, 24], 35, {AH,BE,NM, SC})) is a Galois closed entity subset under ; but {1, 2, 3} is not a Galois closed entity
subset under  because
5(4) sup 5({1, 2, 3}) = ([0, 3] ∪ [21, 24], 40, {AH,BE,CI,NM,RS, SC}).
3.3. A characterization of Galois closed entity subsets
The characterization of Galois closed entity subsets given below uses the notion of valuation. A valuation on a poset
(P, ) is a function h : P → R+ such that h(x)h(y) when xy. A strict valuation is a valuation h such that x <y
implies h(x)<h(y).
Example 8. Consider the meet-closed description context K5 given in Table 2. Then the function h′ deﬁned onD5 by
h′(u, v,w) = (u) + v + |w|,
where (∪[i , i]) =
∑
(i − i ) +
∑
(i+1 − i )/(i+1 − i + 1) (the intervals [i , i] are assumed to be pairwise
disjoint), is a strict valuation. Indeed, , x → x and Y → |Y | are strict valuations on (FUCI([0, 24]),⊆), ([30; 40], )
and (P,⊆), respectively. A proof of the fact that  is a strict valuation on FUCI([0, 24]) can be found in [12].
In all what follows, E will denote a ﬁnite entity set,D a complete meet-semilattice,  a descriptor that maps E into
D, and K the meet-closed description context (E,D, ). For a valuation h on D and a subset X ⊆ E, let Xh∧ denote
the subset of E deﬁned by
Xh∧ = {x ∈ E : h(inf (X ∪ {x})) = h(inf (X))}.
Then we have the following characterization of Galois closed entity subsets.
Theorem 9. A subset X of E is a Galois closed entity subset under  if and only if Xh∧ =X for some strict valuation
h on D.
Proof. If X is a Galois closed entity subset under , there is no entity x outside X such that inf (X)(x). Then, if
h is a strict valuation, for all x /∈X, h(inf (X ∪ {x}))<h(inf (X)), proving that Xh∧ = X. Conversely, if h is a strict
valuation, the equality Xh∧ = X implies that there is no entity x outside X such that inf (X)(x), i.e., X is a Galois
closed entity subset under . 
Remark 10. Theorem 9 above provides, given a strict valuation h on D, a simple way for both (1) deciding whether
a subset X of E is a Galois closed entity subset under  or not, and (2) capturing the least Galois closed entity subset
under , containing a given subset Y of E. Indeed, for (1), it sufﬁces to check whether Xh∧ =X and, for (2), it sufﬁces
to compute Yh∧ .
The next characterization follows immediately from Theorem 9.
Corollary 11. A non-empty subset X of E is a Galois closed entity subset under  if and only if for all Y ⊆ X,
Yh∧ ⊆ X for some strict valuation h on D.
It may be noticed that actually, in Theorem 9 and Corollary 11, we just need h be a strict valuation on the set of
meets of descriptions of entities in E, that is the set {(X) : X ⊆ E}. Moreover, whenD is a complete join-semilattice,
Galois closed entity subsets under  have similar characterizations, using the sets Z
h∨ deﬁned by
Zh∨ = {x ∈ E : h(sup (Z ∪ {x})) = h(sup (Z))}.
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4. Collections of Galois closed entity subsets
This section addresses hierarchical and k-weakly hierarchical collections of Galois closed entity subsets. This has
two main motivations: on the one hand, it has been proved in [13] that non-empty Galois closed entity subsets coincide
either with strong clusters associated with some pairwise dissimilarity function or with weak clusters associated with
some k-way dissimilarity function. On the other hand, it is known that strong (resp., weak) clusters associated with a
pairwise (resp., k-way) dissimilarity function form a hierarchical (resp., k-weakly hierarchical) collection [2,11,14].
Let us start by deﬁning k-way dissimilarity functions.
Multiway dissimilarity functions are natural extensions of classical pairwise dissimilarity functions, that allow global
comparison of more than two entities [4,11,20].
Recall that for any set S and any integer k1, let S∗k denotes the set of all non-empty subsets of S with at most k
elements. A k-way dissimilarity on E will be any non-negative real valued and isotone function deﬁned on the set of
all non-empty subsets of E with at most k elements, i.e., any function d : E∗k → R+ such that d(X)d(Y ) when
X ⊆ Y .
Classical pairwise dissimilarity functions correspond to the case k = 2. It should be noticed that the usual condition
d({x})=0 is not required in the present paper.The termmultiway dissimilaritywill be used tomean a k-way dissimilarity,
for some k2.
Remark 12. For {x, y, z} ⊆ E, we will simply write d(x) or d(x, y) or d(x, y, z) instead of d({x}) or d({x, y}) or
d({x, y, z}), respectively. Moreover, the notation d(x, y) or d(x, y, z) will not require x, y and z be distinct.
Dissimilarity functions play an important role in cluster analysis where they are often used for constructing clusters
having a weak within-cluster and/or a strong between-cluster dissimilarity degrees. Weak clusters introduced in [1]
in the framework of pairwise similarity measures are among these clusters. They are said to be weak in contrast to
so-called strong clusters deﬁned as follows. A non-empty subset X of E is said to be a strong cluster associated with a
pairwise dissimilarity function d2 (or d2-strong cluster), if its d2-strong isolation index
isd2(X) := minx,y∈X
z/∈X
{d2(x, z) − d2(x, y)}
is positive. Fig. 3 illustrates the conﬁguration satisﬁed by a strong cluster associated with a pairwise dissimilarity
function, say d2: for all x, y within the cluster and z outside, each of the dissimilarities d2(x, z) and d2(y, z) is greater
than the dissimilarity d2(x, y).
A non-empty subset X of E is said to be a weak cluster associated with a pairwise dissimilarity function d2 (or
d2-weak cluster), if its d2-weak isolation index
iwd2(X) := minx,y∈X
z/∈X
{max{d2(x, z), d2(y, z)} − d2(x, y)}
is positive. Fig. 4 presents the conﬁguration satisﬁed by a weak cluster associated with a pairwise dissimilarity function,
say d2: for all x, y within the cluster and z outside, at least one of the dissimilarities d2(x, z) and d2(y, z) is greater
than the dissimilarity d2(x, y).
Fig. 3. Strong cluster associated with a pairwise dissimilarity function.
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Fig. 4. Weak cluster associated with a pairwise dissimilarity function.
It should be noticed that any d2-strong cluster is a d2-weak one. Moreover, the notion of weak cluster has been
naturally extended to multiway dissimilarity functions [2,11]. A non-empty subset X of E is said to be a weak cluster
associated with a k-way dissimilarity function dk (or dk-weak cluster) if its dk-weak isolation index
iwdk (X) := minY∈X∗ k
z/∈X
{
max
Z∈Y ∗ k−1
dk(Z + z) − dk(Y )
}
is positive.
Remark 13. Wemay easily prove that the collection of strong clusters associated with a pairwise dissimilarity function
is hierarchical (cf. [14]). Moreover, it has been proved in [2,11] that the collection of weak clusters associated with a
k-way dissimilarity function is k-weakly hierarchical.
As mentioned above, non-empty Galois closed entity subsets coincide either with strong clusters associated with
some pairwise dissimilarity function or with weak clusters associated with some k-way dissimilarity function. Thus,
according to Remark 13, the collection GC∗(K) of these non-empty Galois closed entity subsets is either hierarchical or
k-weakly hierarchical and, in addition, satisﬁes condition (CS2) of cluster structures. Moreover, GC∗(K) is a hierarchy
or a k-quasi-hierarchywhen it contains each 1-element entity subset as itsmember. However, GC∗(K) can fail satisfying
condition (CS3), as it is the case of GC∗(K5) (cf. Table 2) whose minimal members are {2}, {3} and {5}.
From now on, let h denote a strict valuation on D. The following is a sufﬁcient condition for some collection of
Galois closed entity subsets to be hierarchical.
Proposition 14. If there are no three distinct elements x, y, z of E such that (x)(z) and (y)(z), then the
sub-collection ({x}h∧)x∈E of GC∗(K) is hierarchical.
Proof. Assume there are no three distinct elements x, y, z ∈ E such that (x)(z) and (y)(z). Then any two
subsets {x}h∧ and {y}h∧ are either disjoint or nested. Indeed, if an element z belongs to both {x}h∧ and {y}h∧, then
(x)(z) and (y)(z). Thus z equals either x or y so that {x}h∧ and {y}h∧ are nested. 
Next is a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for the collection ({x}h∧)x∈E to be hierarchical.
Proposition 15. The collection ({x}h∧)x∈E is hierarchical if and only if there are no three distinct elements x, y, z of
E such that (x) and (y) are not comparable, (x)(z), and (y)(z).
Proof. The fact that the condition is sufﬁcient is already proved in Proposition 14 since {x}h∧ and {y}h∧ are nested when
(x) and (y) are comparable. To prove that the condition is necessary, assume there are three distinct elements x, y, z
of E such that (x) and (y) are not comparable, (x)(z), and (y)(z). Then {x}h∧ and {y}h∧ properly intersect
because z ∈ {x}h∧ ∩ {y}h∧but neither x ∈ {y}h∧ nor y ∈ {x}h∧. Then the collection ({x}h∧)x∈E is not hierarchical, as
required. 
In the sequel, the collection of all entity subsets that are both ﬁxed points of  and strong clusters associated with
some pairwise dissimilarity function will be referred to as the conceptual strong hierarchy associated with this pairwise
dissimilarity function. Similarly, the collection of all entity subsets that are both ﬁxed points of  and weak clusters
associated with some k-way dissimilarity function will be referred to as the conceptual k-weak hierarchy associated
with this k-way dissimilarity function.
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Fig. 5. d2-ball of center x and radius r and (d2, 2)-ball generated by {x, y}.
Key notions in the speciﬁcation of conceptual strong hierarchies and k-weak hierarchies given below are those of a
d-ball and (d, k)-ball, where d is a k-way dissimilarity function. To catch their meaning, let us ﬁrst consider them in
the case of a pairwise dissimilarity function, say d2.
Let x, y be (not necessarily distinct) elements of E and let r be a non-negative real number. The d2-ball (or ball
relative to d2) of center x and radius r is the set Bd2(x, r) of elements of E whose d2-dissimilarity degree from x is at
most r , i.e., formally, Bd2(x, r)= {z ∈ E : d2(x, z)r}; the (d2, 2)-ball (or 2-ball relative to d2) generated by x and y
is the set Bd2xy =Bd2(x, d2(x, y))∩Bd2(y, d2(x, y)). If x = y, Bd2xy =Bd2x =B(x, d(x)). Fig. 5 illustrates these notions
in the case of an Euclidean dissimilarity function.
It may be noted that the fact of having a positive weak isolation index can be expressed in terms of 2-balls. Indeed,
the d2-weak isolation index of a non-empty subset X of E is positive if and only if for any x, y ∈ X, every element
outside X is also outside the 2-ball relative to d2, generated by x and y.
On the other hand, the notions of ball and 2-ball have been naturally generalized to multiway dissimilarity functions,
in [11]. For k2, let dk denote a k-way dissimilarity function on E. Let X ⊆ E such that 1 |X|k − 1. The
dk-ball (or ball relative to dk) of center X and radius r is the set Bdk (X, r) deﬁned by Bdk (X, r) = {y ∈ E :
dk(X∪{y})r}. If 1 |X|k, then the (dk, k)-ball (or k-ball relative to dk) generated byX will be the setBdkX deﬁned
by BdkX =Bdk (X, dk(X)) when |X|k− 1, and BdkX =∩x∈XBdk (X\{x}, dk(X)) when |X|= k. The superscript dk may
be omitted if there is no risk of confusion.
The following result relates strong clusters and weak clusters to balls and k-balls, respectively. A proof of Assertion
(i) and the case k = 2 in Assertion (ii) can be found in [14], whereas a proof of the general case in Assertion (ii) can
be found in [11]. However, with regard to the role of this result in Theorem 17 below, we give here a hint of these
proofs.
Proposition 16. (i) Any strong cluster associated with a pairwise dissimilarity function d2 is a d2-ball of the form
B(x, d2(x, y)).
(ii) Any weak cluster associated with a k-way dissimilarity function dk is a (dk, k)-ball.
Proof. To prove Assertion (i), it sufﬁces to observe that, when X is a d2-strong cluster, then for all x, y ∈ X,
B(x, d2(x, y)) ⊆ X. Thus X = B(x0, d2(x0, y0)), for x0, y0 ∈ X such that d2(x0, y0) = maxu,v∈Xd2(u, v). Assertion
(ii) can be proved likewise using k-balls BdkY with Y ∈ X∗k . 
The next result straightly follows from Theorem 9 and Proposition 16. It speciﬁes, on the one hand, the conceptual
strong hierarchy associated with a pairwise dissimilarity function and, on the other hand, the conceptual k-weak
hierarchy associated with a k-way dissimilarity function. For any integer k2, let dk denote a k-way dissimilarity
function on E.
Theorem 17. (i) The collection Hcd2 := {B(x, d2(x, y)) : x, y ∈ E,B(x, d2(x, y))h∧ = B(x, d2(x, y)), isd2
(B(x, d2(x, y)))> 0} is the conceptual strong hierarchy associated with d2.
(ii) The collection Wcdk := {B
dk
X : X ∈ E∗k, (BdkX )h∧ = BdkX , iwdk (B
dk
X )> 0} is the conceptual k-weak hierarchy
associated with dk .
It should be noted that the collectionsHcd2 andW
c
d2
have been differently speciﬁed in [15] where it has been proved
thatHcd2 ⊆Wcd2 . Moreover, for each k2,Wcdk ⊆Wcdk+1 and there exists an integer p2 such thatWcdp coincides
with GC∗(K) [13].
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It should also be noted that the collectionsHcd2 andW
c
dk
satisfy Condition (CS2). Indeed, on the one hand, the set
of strong clusters associated with a pairwise dissimilarity function is closed under ﬁnite non-empty intersections as
well as that of weak clusters associated with a k-way dissimilarity function, and, on the other hand, the intersection of
two Galois closed entity subsets is a Galois closed entity subset. Thus, for any pairwise dissimilarity function d2,Hcd2
is a hierarchy when it satisﬁes Condition (CS3); for instance when it contains each singleton as its member. Similarly,
for any k-way dissimilarity function dk ,Wcdk is a k-quasi-hierarchy when it satisﬁes Condition (CS3).
5. Conclusion
We have discussed relations between cluster structures and cluster prestructures. On the other hand, we have placed
ourselves in the framework of a meet-closed description context K = (E,D, ). Then we have speciﬁed the collection
of all entity subsets which are both ﬁxed points of a closure operator  induced by K on P(E), and strong (resp.,
k-weak) clusters associated with a given pairwise dissimilarity function: the conceptual strong (resp., weak) hierarchy
associated with the given pairwise (resp., k-way) dissimilarity function.
Thanks to properties of weak clusters, the computation of the conceptual k-weak hierarchy associated with a k-way
dissimilarity function on E is less time consuming than that of the Galois lattice of K, for low values of k. Moreover a
conceptual k-weak hierarchy onE always contains at most as many members as the Galois lattice of K. More precisely,
for low values of k, the size of a conceptual k-weak hierarchy on E is about |E|k . Thus, dealing with the conceptual
k-weak hierarchy associated with a k-way dissimilarity function prevents us from being overwhelmed by the amount of
information, while capturing meaningful (weak clusters) and easy-to-interpret (Galois closed entity subsets) clusters.
To get an idea of the potential usefulness of these cluster collections, let us just consider the following three ap-
plications. The ﬁrst application concerns (semi-automatic) identiﬁcation of objects in legacy code, addressed in [24],
using both dissimilarity-based and Galois-lattice-based clustering approaches. For this application, constructing the
conceptual strong or k-weak hierarchy associated with some pairwise or k-way dissimilarity function will obviously
preserve beneﬁts of a separate use of a dissimilarity-based clustering and the Galois-lattice-based one, while avoiding
such problems as those related by the authors: (1) non-overlapping of clusters produced by an agglomerative hierarchi-
cal method, (2) dependence of the output on the choice of clusters to be merged when there are more than one closest
cluster, (3) dendrograms difﬁcult to interpret.
The second application concerns index page synthesis for adaptive Web sites, addressed in [22], using both
(dis)similarity-based clustering and concept learning methods. Two main advantages can be taken from these con-
ceptual strong or k-weak hierarchies: (1) concept extensions could be captured one thread rather than through the
three-step approach used by the authors (cluster mining, concept learning and extension computation steps); (2) ex-
act concept extensions could be obtained instead of approximate ones resulting from the concept learning algorithm
application step.
The third application concerns browsing search results, addressed in [10] where the authors construct the Galois
lattice of a binary relation derived from a set of documents which come as a result of a query or ﬁltering proﬁle.
Constructing the conceptual strong or k-weak hierarchy associated with a well-chosen pairwise or k-way dissimilarity
function will provide a smaller and still highly informative browsing lattice.
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